
Resting on our laurels for a number of years we restricted ourselves to larger craft that 
sailed from Dover. A long drive south and a ferry crossing, an odd meal of mussels and 
frogs legs and a night round the delights of Calais. Coupled with a visit to the hypermarkets 
to stock up on wine, beer and cheese and we would reverse the journey and arrive home 
needing a holiday to recover. 
 

Then we discovered Hull – no great shakes or prize for such a discovery – but the ferry to 
Zeebrugge was much more civilised; an hour to Hull and an evening spent chatting over 
cloudy wheat beer and grazing a sumptuous buffet for a good three hours; a cabin and a 
good nights kip – save for snoring adventure buddies – a smoothly working sort of event. 
 

The next day we would drive down to Dunkirk for the hypermarkets to stock up…etc. then 
north to wander round Brugge for the afternoon, before returning to  the ferry for the      
return journey of food, Hoegaarden and being rocked to sleep by the gentle rolling of the 
North Sea. Over a couple of years we began to really appreciate the Belgian city of Brugge 
and had favourite places to visit especially if Christmas presents were required. But our    
testosterone demanded something more…. 
 

In 2006 I began to plan a sabbatical programme for the following 
summer. Friday night discussions 
demanded that we relived some 
of our Loch Ness adventures. But 
rather than pay for equipment we 
dropped on a school south of   
Birmingham, selling a Canadian 
Canoe with all the necessary life aids and dry bags. Canoe 
tightly strapped to the car we (Jim, Joe—Jims bros. and 

logistics manager - and myself headed for Invermoriston and a week of frontier fun.  
 

Adventure one - stretches of Loch Ness, previously    
conquered, but with none of the winds, for or against. 

We were gifted with the 
weather, with just enough 
breeze to blow away the 
midges.  All but alone on 
the vastness of Loch Ness 
is quite an experience. Adventure two—we  paddled along 
the great glen sampling the waters offered by Loch Lochy and, 

as a way of a change, drove up the A87 out of Invergarry, eventually  reaching the upper 
limits of the River Moriston.  Later that day, over a bottle or two of Caledonian bottled best 
outside the local shop, we schemed as we were told that the flood gate for the hydro-
electric scheme was  to be opened next day and would flood the river into spate. But that 
my friends was a wholly different adventure. 

 

 

 

 

When we were more sedate? 


